TU9 at the 29th Annual EAIE Conference in Seville (Spain)
The Alliance of Leading Universities of Technology in Germany with a joint exhibition stand at EAIE 2017

Berlin, September 9, 20217 – Once again, TU9 Universities are represented at the annual conference of the European Association for International Education, Europe’s biggest conference on internationalization in the education sector.

With the conference theme “A mosaic of cultures”, from September 12 to 15, participants will be treated to a diverse program and a wide range of opportunities for dialog and exchange.

TU9 is attending the annual conference for the sixth time and will inform interested participants and guests about the Alliance of leading Universities of Technology in Germany at the joint stand.

Participation at the Annual EAIE Conference is being organized by TU9’s long-standing partner GATE-Germany. GATE-Germany is a joint initiative of the DAAD and the HRK, and is funded by the Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF).

About TU9
TU9 is the Alliance of leading Universities of Technology in Germany: RWTH Aachen University, Technische Universität Berlin, Technische Universität Braunschweig, Technical University of Darmstadt, Technische Universität Dresden, Leibniz University Hannover, Karlsruhe Institute of Technology, Technical University of Munich, and University of Stuttgart.

Tradition, excellence, and innovation are the hallmarks of TU9 Universities. Founded during the Industrial Age, they contributed decisively to technological progress back then and continue to do so today. They enjoy an outstanding reputation around the world as renowned research and teaching institutions that promote the transfer of knowledge and technology between universities and practice.

As such, they train exceptional young academics for careers in science, business, and administration and assume social responsibility. TU9 Universities foster top-class international networks and diverse cooperation with industry, making them a key element of Germany’s position as a location of science and innovation.
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